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Why has Western civilization gone so far ahead of the rest of the world excluding Europe? I think it is because of the underlying ethic of Christianity. Western civilization is arguably the greatest civilization in history. It is crumbling. Here is how and why.

Europe was entirely Christian in the middle Ages before the Protestant Deformation (sic). Christianity was spread to North America by Catholic explorers. Then came the French Revolution where the Catholic monarchs were beheaded. The American Constitution followed which in 250 years has led to the demise of the Catholic Church with some help from sinful priests. Antipope ruled the Church since John XXIII in 1958 when the Second Vatican Council brought in Satan to the Sanctuary. We have had antipope sine then – not a valid pope. America, a protestant country, brought in the US Constitution which gave ordinary men the freedom to rule themselves. It has degraded into what we see now with Donald J Trump as a wayward president. The French Anarchist of 1789 gave the US the Statue of Liberty – a symbol of liberty from the Catholic rule and the Catholic Church. It was just a matter of time before the Church declined to the point of nonexistence and with-it Western Civilization.

Marriage is in decline. Cohabitation is on the rise. Sex before marriage is on the rise. Children are losing their virginity by age 13. Divorce is on the rise. Gay Marriage Is on the rise. Illegitimate births are at over 50%. Mothers work outside the home to support their lifestyle while sending kids of to day care where they are not looked after as well as a genuine mother would. Husbands cannot support a family on one salary. Jobs are scarce for men while women enter the work force. Promiscuity and adultery are on the rise since birth control in the 1960’s. Abortion is on the rise. Pubescent girls are getting pregnant before maturity necessary to raise a family. Young women are having fewer kids with a declining birth rate in Western Society. Kids are a draw back to women who want a career. Women are over worked having to look after a career, family, husband, and household. Sexually transmitted diseases are affecting younger boys and girls. Men are sleeping with men. Men are marrying men -all in the name of freedom. What passes for entertainment (Hollywood) is licence? Music that young people listen to is vulgar. Pornography is on the rise. Masturbation is ramped. Sex trafficking is on the rise. Pedophilia is on the rise. Religious leaders, Boy Scout Leaders, and teachers are increasingly involved in pedophilia. Drug use is rampant. Sexual harassment is on the rise especially by leaders. Fathers abandon their families. Mothers abandon their children. Crime is on the rise. Church attendance is down. At the root of it all is modern democratic sensibilities all in the name of freedom.

The primary cause of the decline of the Roman Empire are decline in morals and values. Second was an inability to control the borders. Public Health and Disease was a third cause. Fourth was urban decay. Fifth was a decline in technology (viz China). Finally, was greed especially among the political leaders?

After watching CNN for hours per day for several years now, and paying attention to politics all my life, I draw the conclusion that the enfranchisement is untenable. The average voter is not smart enough to elect good people. As I witness Trump supporters say things like the insurrectionist were Antifa supporters and not a Trump mob, I realize td that average voters just are not all that bright. I’d say that as a Conservative myself -one who is becoming a liberal. The people elected to office reflect those who are popular with the masses. Government has real problems to be solved for the good of all. Democratically elected officials just do not posses
the brain power to run the government in an effective way. I suggest we go back to monarchy. That way, the bloodline of the rulers is safeguarded against idiots becoming in charge of things. What we have is a government with a collective IQ of the average person. We can do better. And the solution is simple. Take the vote out of the hands of average people. Put it in the hands of a monarch. I do not trust that average voter is smart enough to decide who runs governments.

The USA is in decline. Western Civilization broke free from the Church. That signalled the end of Western civilization.